
Handout 3-New to Gluten Free Baking Tips
My writing for National Foundation for Celiac Awareness. Now Beyond Celiac.

Don’t get disheartened when baked recipes don’t work.  It frequently isn’t you.  In wheat flour days, I 
normally started a demo/class by saying I am sure you have all seen a recipe on the TV, read it in a 
book or magazine, liked the sound of it, but it didn’t work. Not just that you didn’t like the taste (that’s 
personal) but the cake etc didn’t cook or turn out.  The same thing happens with gf recipes. I say that if 
I can’t make sense of a recipe, what hope do you have.  Many of these magazine, cookbbok recipes 
have not been tested. I think that with teaching hands on cooking classes I have seen most of the 
mistakes people can make and I try and write instructions to prevent these same mistakes, but they still 
come up with new incorrect ways of doing things. Cooking in a commercial kitchen with commercial 
equipment/ingredients is very different to at home.

In an ideal world someone possibly would be able to teach the science of gluten free baking so it 
worked perfectly each time. However there are so many variables with gluten free baking, then dairy 
free, egg free, gums, alternatives to gluten’s effect on baking, so many different flours and starches that 
work differently, even the difference between brands of flours. 

1. If you were never really a wheat flour baker then trying some of the gluten free packet mixes by 
companies like King Arthur Flour, Pamela's Products and Bob's Red Mill is a good start. Many people 
are happy just using a packet mix. They also make gluten free flour blends and have recipes on their 
web sites.  I do recommend that you read the readers reviews on recipes as they are very helpful for 
achieving best results. These also give you a good idea of differences of taste, texture, prep, in gluten 
free baking. 

http://www.kingarthurflour.com/shop/special-diet/gluten-free 
http://www.kingarthurflour.com/recipes/gluten-free 
http://www.pamelasproducts.com/
http://wwwbobsredmill.com

2. Cross Contamination is a problem. You need to buy a new electric hand mixer, wheat flour falls from
vents onto food. Check new mixer has stainless steel beaters, too many companies are using chrome 
beaters that rust.  Thoroughly clean your stand mixer and it should be safe. I wouldn't recommend 
using your lovingly seasoned pizza stone and cast iron pans without major cleaning, including placing 
in oven on self cleaning cycle.  I have never done this, a friend has.  Flour is ingrained into them. 
Replace wooden spoons and silicon/plastic spatulas. Throw out plastic mixing bowls, buy new plastic 
measuring cups and flour sieves. Glass and stainless steel should be no problem. If you made fresh 
pasta, you need to buy new hand or electric roller as these normally are 'do not wash'.

3. Buy a digital scales.  Weighing ingredients is far more accurate than cup measures.  King Arthur is 
very good about quantities in cup, pounds and metric for every recipe, but I have seen measures vary.   
Be aware that regardless of what some say, I have not yet found ANY gluten free flour blend that is a 1 
for 1 substitute. Different flours have different weights to cup measures and behave differently. Not all 
dry or liquid measures are accurate and for baking this can make a huge difference.
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4. Do not expect to have success each and every time.  Even the most experienced baker has failures. 
But as long as it tastes good you can improve. My students say, Oonagh said this would happen. Most 
gf  recipes, including yeast doughs, need more liquid, raising agent (egg or baking powder etc) and 
additional flavor. 

5. I don't recommend buying a gluten free flour blend (not a cake or cookies mix ) that already contains
xanthan or guar gum.  If you need different quantities of gum for cookies v cakes v pizza/yeast dough, 
how can a pre measured blend with xanthan gum produce a satisfactory result.

6. Read my over 7 years of recipes for Beyond Celiac (originally the National Foundation for Celiac 
Awareness.)  From kid friendly to adult indulgent and my ' Delicious Gluten Free Cooking' e-book, 
over 200 pages, color photos for each recipe, table of content shown on link. $20.  
http://royaltemptations.com/delicious-gluten-free-cookbook.html 
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GLUTEN FREE BAKING
As a general rule of thumb, gf baking needs more baking powder to help mix rise, plus more cinnamon,
vanilla, lemon zest, herbs, garlic etc since many commonly used gf flours are normally tasteless 
compared to wheat flour.  Liquid quantities might need adjusting since the same as regular wheat, 
different flours and humidity or dryness in atmosphere all affect amount of liquid needed. I also find 
that most gf baked recipes need to be a wetter consistency than wheat flour.  Then they often need 
cooking that little longer to be thoroughly cooked otherwise you can taste a 
grainy/gritty/floury/undercooked texture. Ovens all cook differently so baking times need adjusting. 
Size, lining, shape and type of pan (metal, glass, stoneware, ceramic, silicon) are also a factor.

Apart from using my own blend. I only quote the basic flour blend used by King Arthur, Annalise 
Roberts, Authentic Foods which also seems to be a stepping off point for various other blends.:

2 cups Superfine brown rice flour not regular brown rice flour- normally by Authentic Foods out of 
California, available on line and in a few specialty stores, Wegman's.
2/3 cup potato starch (which is not potato flour)
1/3 c tapioca starch (which is the same as tapioca flour)

King Arthur gf flour blend is cheapest at Market Basket.
I try and post on my FB page each week, what I've bought, what I'm going to cook and recipes.

But I have felt a difference in various brands of potato starch, tapioca starch, drier, moister and the 
difference that moisture content can have in recipes.  
Mixing this blend, rather than using bought KAF gf, it was a far moister mix and why? 

Annalise Roberts has this to say in her gf baking classics book.:
"If you use too little xanthan gum or guar gum , your baked goods will fall apart and turn out brittle and
hard.  If you use too much, your baked goods will condense and shrink after you bake them, growing 
ever tighter and smaller as the gum works its magic for days after. The amount of xanthan gum needs to
be recalibrated for each recipe based on type and amount of flour mix used, what liquids and flavorings
are added, (acids exaggarate the effect of the gum) the number of eggs if any and the desired texture of 
the baked goods you are trying to make.  There is no one size fits all rule for xanthan gum in gluten 
free baking.  I recommend that you avoid flour mixes that include it as an ingredient."

If you remember I said I didn't like flour blends with gum already added since amount of xanthan gum 
varies from cookies to cakes to yeast.  Years ago, recipes quoted 1 teaspoon of xanthan gum to 1 cup of 
flour as a rule of thumb, which varied for cookies, to cakes to yeast recipe. So how can a flour blend 
work perfectly for those different baked goods?.  Obviously a bought packet mix would contain 
xanthan gum. I also have successfully reduced the amount of xanthan gum in any recipe I've found on 
line.  Many of my recipes don't use it at all. One yeast recipe called for 2 teaspoons of xanthan and I 
have made it with only 1/4 tsp for yeast bread.  But that recipe included 3 eggs which also do the job of
binding and strengthening.  

Look at the date that a recipe was written.  Many older recipes still stick to 1 tsp xanthan gum to 1 c 
flour and have never altered recipe. Also when you google "Is xyz gluten free", check the date it was 
written.  Manufacturers change all the time.  Each year, there is a list of safe gf candy for Halloween. 
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BTW many of us use just xanthan gum and not guar gum, because guar gum is quite difficult to find 
depending where you live.

I also know from years of teaching International Cooking classes that different brands give a different 
taste, as do different pans and ovens. Humidity, environment, kitchen cross contamination, cooking 
knowledge, even typos can all make a difference. Not necessarily a bad difference and your taste can 
obviously differ from mine regarding sugar, salt content, likes, dislikes etc.  Cuts of meat vary in 
tenderness, brands available in NE are not always available elsewhere. 

I use for one cup of my GF mix.
½ cup potato starch - squeaky like cornstarch.): my experience is that it's cheapest in an Asian Market 
and other cookbook authors say the same.  
¼ c tapioca starch from Asian market 
2 tbsp amaranth or millet flour: Bob’s Red Mill (millet is roughly one third the price of amaranth, is not
so nutritious, but is more readily available.) 
2 tbsp sorghum flour: Bob’s Red Mill.  

To make a larger quantity of gluten free mix that I use to make quick breads, pastries, brownies and 
cookies etc.
I use one 14 oz bag of potato starch (that's the size available to me). 14 oz bag is roughly 3+1/2 cups.
Then I multiplied up amount of starches based on above recipe of ½ cup potato starch, 7 half cups 
make 3+1/2 cups. 
2 tbsp times 7 is 14 tbsp which is 2 tbsp less than one cup of flour (actually ¾ cup plus 2 Tbsps) - a cup
is 16 tbsps.

So each batch contains 1 x 14 oz bag potato starch, which is 3+1/2 cups
1+3/4 c of Tapioca Starch - 7 oz
Just under 1 cup of Amaranth or Millet (actually ¾ c plus 2 Tbsps - 4 oz)
Just under 1 cup of Sorghum (actually ¾ c plus 2 Tbsps - 4 oz)
Making about 7 cups total of mix. The original Tupperware square container holds the equivalent of a 5
lb bag of wheat flour and can be used.
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Liquid measurements.  Books and magazine always tell you to use dry cups for dry measures and jugs
for liquid measures.  Well, that's fine when Chefs are measuring gallons at a time.  But my domestic 
liquid measures don't measure accurately below half a cup.  I have also found that depending on the 
manufacture of the dry or liquid measures, is how accurate they are.  I attended a cooking demo at King
Arthur in Vermont years ago and they said how they had gone to the local town, bought a variety of 
liquid measuring jugs and they weren't accurate. The same is true for dry measure cups.  I have 
Tupperware measuring cups (like many of you) and at the time King Arthur said they thought 
Tupperware were accurate dry measures.  Friends who have 'no name' measuring cups get different 
quantities than I do.  By the way, I bought brand new Tupperware measuring cups when my son was 
diagnosed. My old ones were so beaten about and scratched, that I thought it was another item that was 
sensible to replace. 

Measuring
28 g is 1 oz  
But UK uses 25 g as 1 ounce substitute for ease of math. 1lb is 500g (actually 454g)
US uses 30 g for 1 ounce.
454g/16 oz to a lb both uk and us
1 stick of American butter is ½ c, 4 oz, or taken to be 125 g in UK when 4 oz is actually 112g.
1 tsp is 5 ml.
3 tsp make one tablespoon which is 15 ml.  (except in Australian recipes 4 tsp is 1 tablespoon, , which 
also tend to follow UK measures)
An American pint is 2 cups but only 16 oz (ounces)
American gallon is 8 x 1 pint (16 oz) which is 128 fluid ounces
An English Imperial pint is 20 ounces.    
English gallon is 8 x 1 pint (20 oz) which is 160 fluid ounces.
A metric litre (non American spelling) is 35 fluid ounces.
A Kilo is 2000 grammes and 2.2 lbs.
12 inches, 1 foot is 30 centimetres. 
8 Inch pan is 20 cms. 

For ease of math, Europe and metric system says 25 g is one ounce making 500 g/1 lb, so you buy 500g

I give the exact metric quantity in my recipes not converted in 25 g increments.
Use one series of quantities not mix of imperial pound and metric gramme.
KAF wheat flour – Is a heavier flour so 1 cup KAF weighed more than 1 cup stores own, Gold Medal 
etc. 
Each flour blend out there will weigh differently for a 1 cup measure.  

You can try substituting a different flour as long as you first of all use the weight given not the cup 
measure, but frequently you still have to make adjustments after you've mixed or baked for first time.
Pamela's Product recipes actually remind to tweak recipe, even when it is one of their own recipes!

Oven temperature Celsius (Centigrade) to Fahrenheit conversion.
As a rule of thumb Celsius is roughly half the Fahrenheit temperature.
Most stoves in England (known as ovens) have a 'gas mark' number, so standard 350* as default 
temperature on American stoves would be gas mark 4 or truly 177* Celsius but quoted as 180*C. 
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European stoves have always used the Celsius scale. 
Fahrenheit (degrees 
F)

Celsius (degrees C) Gas Number Oven Terms

225 degrees F 110 degrees C 1/4 Very Cool
250 degrees F 130 degrees C 1/2 Very Slow
275 degrees F 140 degrees C 1 Very Slow
300 degrees F 150 degrees C 2 Slow
325 degrees F 165 degrees C 3 Slow
350 degrees F 177 degrees C 4 Moderate
375 degrees F 190 degrees C 5 Moderate
400 degrees F 200 degrees C 6 Moderately Hot
425 degrees F 220 degrees C 7 Hot
450 degrees F 230 degrees C 8 Hot
475 degrees F 245 degrees C 9 Hot
500 degrees F 260 degrees C 10 Extremely Hot
550 degrees F 290 degrees C 10 Broiling

Read more: http://www.joyofbaking.com/OvenTemperatures.

Help support my GF research. My 'Delicious Gluten Free Cooking' downloadable e-
cookbook has over 200 pages and over 70 Gluten Free Recipes!    Click to see an
extract!  http://royaltemptations.com/delicious-gluten-free-cookbook.html
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